Below there are a series of tasks that you need to complete to improve your understanding of China’s
landscape and people. You can present the information however you want; on paper, in a PowerPoint,
posters or models. It is due on your return to school.
Places to get resources;
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/china-facts.html
https://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/geography/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgtg87h/revision/5 (especially for task 2)
1) The Physical Landscape of China
Research the north east, south east, south west and north west of China. For each region find out;
-

What the climate is like (include a climate graph)
What the topography (height and shape of the land) is like
What water sources there are
What wildlife exists there
How people have adapted to living there

2) What is the History of China?
Research the modern history of China to understand more about the politics of the nation have changed.
You should create a timeline from the creation of the republic in 1912 and use the BBC Bitesize link above
to help you.
3) The Population of China
Research the following;
- The population density (how many people live in each km2) of different parts of the country
- Find a line graph showing the growth in China’s population and describe the pattern
4) Chongqing- A Growing Chinese City
Research the following;
-

The location of Chongqing
Why it is growing
What challenges the growing population are creating (look at people and the environment)

Any text copied from online sources will not be accepted as completed work. These tasks are set to improve
your understanding so work must be completed by you. You can, however, copy graphs and images.
Super Curriculum links: Research the impact that investment by China has had in Africa. Research the
link between China’s manufacturing industry and climate change. Research the trade links between
China and the UK.

